D.A. Consulting – Spotlight Product
Astaro Security Gateway
The Astaro Security Gateway provides protection from Hackers,
Viruses, Malware, spyware, and root kits. Protect your
corporate network with one of the leading turnkey security
solutions.

Technologies Included:
Fully integrated security solution
solution: Astaro combines many aspects of network protection into
one small fully integrated and centrally managed embedded security device.
Network Firewall: The Astaro Security Gateway acts as a network fi
firewall
rewall to protect all your
internal computers, servers, and devices from any external un
un-authorized
authorized access. This removes
most security threats and provides total control of what goes in and out of your office
electronically.
Intrusion Protection: No matter how advanced your firewall is you will always have open doors
if you host your own e-mail,
mail, web, or internal business applications to the internet. By using
security definitions of over 7,500 known attacks, the Astaro Security Gateway can block and
prevent attacks that a standard firewall cannot
cannot.. Feel confident that you can stop attacks that
normal firewalls cannot.
Web Security: The Web Security component of the Astaro Security Gateway provides full twotwo
engine anti-virus
virus scanning and anti
anti-phishing technologies to ensure that any web browsing
anyone in your company does is fully protected. Let’s say your user accidently goes to a website
thinking they are downloading a legitimate document that is in reality a virus, the web security
component picks up
p the virus and stops it before the computer even starts to download it. The
user is notified and the potential security concern is eliminated.
E-Mail Security: The E-Mail
Mail Security component of the Astaro Security Gateway provides both
protection for environments
onments where you may be hosting your own ee-mail,
mail, or be using an
external e-mail
mail provider. Astaro EE-Mail Security scans all e-mails
mails going in and out looking for ee
mails infected with Viruses with two separate anti
anti-virus engines.
E-mail Spam Filter: Another added feature of the EE-Mail Security is the anti-spam
spam filter. By
using multiple databases of spam senders, along with comparing ee-mails
mails against spam
algorithms the anti-spam
spam module can greatly reduce spam and unwanted ee-mails.
mails.
Web Cache: Do any group of users
sers always view the same website? Decrease
crease loading time and
reduce bandwidth costs by taking advantage of Web Cache. Images and text of regularly viewed
websites are stored and cached so they don’t need to be re-downloaded
downloaded every time a user goes
to a website.

Internet Usage (Content Filtering) Control: Control websites and web content that is
inappropriate for the work place. Stop users from using programs to chat, instant message, or
download illegal music and programs. With over 96 content groups, select what your users
have access to inside the work place. Increase productivity and reduce unnecessary bandwidth
costs.
Site to Site VPN: Do you have multiple offices? Are you having problems connecting branch
offices together along with your headquarters? The Astaro Security Gateway solution provides
a “Site to Site VPN” which essentially connects all the networks your business may have. Print
to printers in remote offices, access network shares on servers in a different part of the
country. Astaro provides an easy to setup solution to accomplish site-to-site VPNs.
VPN Remote Network Access: Do you have remote users who want access to network shares,
printers, and internal business applications on the road? Does your sales force want to have
access to Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft CRM, and/or important documents wherever they are?
Implementing a VPN is simple with the Astaro Security Gateway solution. Easily configure the
VPN, and permit access to users, and now wherever they may be (with internet access) it will
be as if they are connected to a network jack in the office.

The Astaro Security Gateway is a simple, feature rich, cost effective solution that takes a proactive step towards reducing downtime for users, reducing the time and cost needed to manually
remove viruses, and reduce the risk of/and resolve security breaches.
Implement the Astaro Security Solution today, and feel confident that your businesses network
security is safe.
Please see attached sheets for more information:
“Astaro Security Gateway Overview” – Astaro Product overview and datasheet.

